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Amazon Launchpad is a completely unique opportunity. If you have a 
unique product idea, want to run a startup, or currently are running a 
startup, then this business idea and opportunity is definitely for you.  
 
In Amazon’s words: 
 
“Amazon Launchpad is a unique program that showcases innovative 
products from startups like yours to millions of Amazon customers.” 
 
Amazon says that Amazon Launchpad makes it easy for startups to 
launch their new products. And because Amazon is so highly trafficked 
and has such a strong reputation, this program makes it easier for startups 
to get noticed because they get to leverage the built-in reputation and 
exposure Amazon offers. 
 
When you’re in the Amazon Launchpad program, Amazon uses their 
powerful marketing tools to help you tell the story of your startup and your 
product.  
 
Again in their words: “We use Amazon’s powerful marketing tools to tell 
your story and use our world-class retail expertise and global infrastructure 
to sell and deliver your product. Our team is vested in your success, so you 
can continue to innovate, grow your business and earn customer trust 
globally.” 
 
As you can probably imagine, Amazon Launchpad isn’t for everyone, but 
it is the perfect opportunity for a subset of people out there… Maybe that 
includes you. This opportunity can be life changing- so give it more than 
just a passing glance. 
 
It can be difficult to launch a product on your own. It can take a long 
time… Even years. In many cases, innovative products never get off the 
ground due to a lack of resources. That doesn’t have to happen, with 
Amazon Launchpad. 
 
Amazon boasts that it doesn’t matter how large or small your company is. 
They will help give your start up products the same type of power that the 
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“big players” have. They will advertise your products across the 
Amazon.com websites. They also have an Amazon Launchpad program 
storefront. 
 
Because many startup businesses are better at the planning and the 
actual creation of their products, it can be confusing and difficult when it 
comes to the marketing. This is another reason why many startups fail. But, 
Amazon actually includes a marketing plan that you can use. 
 
One way they do this is by helping you tell your unique brand story. As you 
know from your marketing experience, having a unique brand story is an 
incredibly important part of standing apart from the competition and 
getting customers to not only pay attention to you, but also to fall in love 
with your brand. 
 
They have a section called the “about the start up” that will help your 
customers get to know you and feel a sort of connection with you. As you 
know, customers are a lot more likely to buy from those they know, like, 
and trust. With Amazon’s tools and innovative marketing plans, that can 
happen much more easily for your startup. 
 
Amazon also emphasizes: 
 
“Your customers get Amazon’s world-class fulfillment, trusted customer 
service, and Prime’s fast and free shipping benefits. When you’re ready to 
go global, we leverage Amazon’s marketplaces around the world to help 
you grow” 
 
If this is something you think sounds perfect for you, then read on. 
 

Getting Started With Amazon Launchpad 
 
You will have to apply in order to be accepted into the Amazon 
Launchpad program.  
 
Here is a link to their program application: 
 
https://www.Amazon.com/gp/launchpad/signup/form 
 
On this form, they request that you tell them a little about your products. 
They ask for your company name, product name, your full name, your 
email and phone number, the URL of your websites, and for you to tell 
them more about your product. 
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The application form also asks which category is most appropriate for your 
product. Additionally, they ask how you primarily funded your startup. 
They also ask how you currently sell on Amazon, if you currently sell on 
Amazon. They ask when your product will be ready to ship and how you 
heard about them. 
 

Tools You Need to Succeed 
 
It seems like the Amazon Launchpad team really understands that there’s 
a lot that goes into successfully launching a product. So, they actually 
connect you with the Services Hub, which helps you find companies that 
can provide services to you that will help your launch go off without a 
hitch. 
 
This might include making a prototype of your products, actually creating 
your product, and marketing your product. On the flipside, you could 
actually become someone who provides one of the services, so that’s 
something to think about as well if you want to be on the other end of 
things. 
 
Here’s a link to the services hub so you can browse through and look at 
the services that are available and what you might need to successfully 
prototype, create, fund, market, and so on: 
 
https://www.Amazon.com/launchpad/serviceshub/ 
 

Amazon Launchpad Income Potential  
 
Your income potential with Amazon Launchpad is virtually unlimited. This 
isn’t a business model that you would dive into without being really sure, 
of course. You have to do things like get funding and really think about 
your business plan.  
 
Those who choose to go with the Amazon Launchpad program are 
probably more serious and sure. That’s not to say that some of the more 
Internet marketing focused Amazon income strategies aren’t workable 
and for those who are serious…  
 
But that is to say that there’s something about Amazon Launchpad that’s 
likely to lead to better outcomes and higher incomes for those who 
actually follow through and launch their product through Amazon. 
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If you’re serious and sure about this business model, then it’s right for you. 
Don’t let it hold you back. Don’t let it intimidate you. 
 
Step One 
 
It’s actually pretty simple to get started working with the Amazon 
Launchpad program.  
 
It’s important to have an idea for your product or even to have your 
product and startup very much in the works already. With that said, 
Amazon accepts startups both big and small. It’s their mission to give 
startups the best possible chance at success. 
 
Here’s a list of eligible products you can submit to sell via this program: 
 
https://vendorexpress.Amazon.com/help/topic/201531540 
 
It can be really helpful to take a look at what some of the current startups 
that Amazon is featured are selling. This can help give you some ideas of 
what you might want to do with your own startup and products and help 
you get a feel for how Amazon handles their Amazon Launchpad for their 
startups. 
 
https://www.Amazon.com/Amazon-
Launchpad/b?ie=UTF8&node=12034488011 
 
Additionally, it can be really helpful to take a look at who Amazon has 
partnered up with for their Amazon Launchpad vendors. 
 
For example, here is a listing of the venture capitalists, accelerators, 
incubators, and crowdfunding platforms that are part of their global 
network: 
 
https://www.Amazon.com/gp/launchpad/network  
 
The first step is to register as an Amazon Launchpad vendor through 
Vendor Express. 
 
Vendor Express is Amazon’s online platform. This is where you will manage 
your Amazon vendor account. It’s also where you will upload any product 
information you need to upload. 
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Let’s talk a little bit more about Vendor Express. Vendor Express allows you 
to sell your products on Amazon. Amazon will actually buy products from 
you and handle things like shipping costs, merchandising, customer 
service, and customer returns. 
 
Amazon lists the benefits of becoming a vendor on Vendor Express, such 
as: 
 

• no annual charge to join or participate in the program 
• products appear to customers as Sold by Amazon 
• free shipping from your warehouse to Amazon or directly to 

Amazon customers 
• product storage and order handling 
• a direct fulfillment option so you can ship directly to Amazon 

customers with prepaid shipping 
• eligible for Prime and free shipping to customers over a standard 

order threshold 
• Access to Amazon marketing services and selling enhancements 

 
Visit this link for even more information about Vendor Express: 
 
https://vendorexpress.Amazon.com/help/topic/201531290 
 

Step Two 
 
Once you have uploaded your contact information and figured 
everything out and your application has been accepted, you will go 
ahead and confirm an initial order and ship your products to Amazon’s 
warehouses. 
 
These are Amazon’s Fulfillment centers – the same spot where your 
products would go if you were selling through Seller Central and the 
Amazon FBA program. But in this case, it’s all handled through your 
Amazon Vendor account. 
 

Step Three 
 
Because Amazon wants to ensure that you actually launch your products 
as successfully as possible, they will ask that you upload any creative 
assets you have. This might include product photos, videos, descriptions, 
and your brand and/or a product story. 
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Step Four 
 
You want to approach this as a very serious business. Amazon will help you 
put all the pieces into place so you can have a successful product and a 
successful launch. But, you need to have the ideas, you need to do the 
research, and you need to follow through. 
 
If you are dedicated and willing to push through no matter what, this can 
turn into something major for you. All you have to do is browse through the 
other vendors that have successfully gone through the Amazon 
Launchpad program to see how successful you can be and to get 
yourself motivated to do this. 
 
Follow through, make sure you pay close attention to the branding ideas 
and resources that Amazon Launchpad points you toward. If you do that, 
the results just might be life-changing. 
 

Get Started With Amazon Launchpad 
 
If you’ve decided that this business model is right for you and you would 
like to explore this program further, I highly recommend you go through all 
of the Amazon Launchpad documents that are found on their site. Make 
sure that this is the right path for you. 
 
Amazon truly does have everything you need. They’re willing to give you 
a leg up on the competition even though you aren’t a highly financed 
bigwig. Have a plan, make sure you do your research, and make sure you 
follow through. If you do those things, there’s no reason why you can’t be 
successful. 
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